Sea-God Watches
The very young, but very promising Italian watch brand Sea-God, presented to the world market new
sport wrist watches for men and women with the large measure of the water resistance – the collection
of Stormchaser Date. The watch case has the very popular nowadays black PVD coating and the 46 mm
titanium bezel. The Italian watch from the Sea-God can withstand 300 meters deep without any damage
of the movement and the case. The watches are equipped with the movement of Swiss ETA caliber
2824-2 with quite large power reserve - 42 hours. Sure, the name “Sea-God” is a great name for the new
Italian company, which produces watches with the characteristic features, which are associated with
water and the inexhaustible power of the sea. The Italian company Sea-God has made the great effort to
improve the production technologies and the first line of their watches shows that the direction of the
watch company has been chosen correct.
The watch manufacture Sea-God has set for itself a
number of important tasks, which regularly tries to
realize in its watchmaking. The watchmakers of the
company are constantly improving their skills. They
achieve maximum strength and durability of their
products so that even after 10 years of the continuous
usage, the watches were like new. The next important
thing is the repair capability. It should be possible to
quickly and easily replace the damaged detail. It is
important that, despite the huge number of functions,
the watches were simple to use, and the most
important function – indication of time was easy to do.
The most necessary characteristic of the Italian men
wristwatch Sea-God must be the maximum water
resistance, which is very important for professional
divers and for other people too. And finally, it's
necessary to know the market size of the Italian
watches in the world market. Essential to ensure that
the spare details can be easily bought and exchanged in
any convenient place for the owner of the Italian SeaGod watches.
Now the Italian company Sea-God, despite the fact that it's the new company, is proud to announce that
their watches can be worn without any problems for 10 years, and their condition does not differ from
their original form.

An exclusive video clip of Sea-God from BaselWorld 2012 on montre24.com
Informational watch portal montre24.com presents to attention of all watch lovers an exclusive video
clip of the Italian watch company Sea – God, which took an active part at the annual exhibition
BaselWorld 2012. In presented video clip, perhaps, will be interested people who are watching at the
development of Italian watch making. The Italian company Sea-God is a relatively young watch brand,
which since its inception has set a number of tasks and engaged in their implementation consistent.
How much the company can realize its main objectives, can only judge the owners of Sea-God watches.
The main distinctive feature of all models of Sea-God is second hand, the base of which is made in the
form of a trident of Poseidon.
At the annual exhibition BaselWorld 2012 the company Sea-God introduced its latest product. At the
beginning of video clip is provided information about the company, as well as its main specialty. The first
presented model was Black Strom, which is one of the basic works of the company. The model is
equipped with Swiss mechanism ETA, which certainly is a guarantee of high quality and precision. On the
dial, case and strap is located a logo - a trident of Poseidon. This logo was chosen because the company
Sea-God – is a manufacturer of high quality diving watches. The new Sea-God Black Strom model is
presented in three versions: a fully stainless steel version, black - steel version and a completely black
model. On the dial at the position "3 o’clock" is located the aperture of the current date. Black Strom
watch comes with a black leather strap. However, in next models, the company also intends to use steel
bracelets. Interestingly, that steel bracelet is not so convenient to use for diving.

Sea-God watches presentation at BaselWorld 2012
The model Black Strom is also presented in a version with second time zone indicator and is equipped
with a bi-directional rotating bezel. This new product is also available in three versions: a fully stainless
steel version, black - steel version and completely black model.
The next model was Black Shadow watch. Its name was chosen no accidentally because the watch is

completely black. The only "light at the end of the tunnel" is a blue dial. The model is released a limited
edition.
After was presented a model of Black and White, which, respectively, has performed in combination of
black and white. A rather nice looking model, which we can confidently classify the category of unisex.
Black and White model is equipped with a Swiss mechanism movement ETA. In it is also clearly observed
attention to detail, in particular, to use the logo. For fans of chronographs, the company intends to start
creating chronographs until next year and present at the show BaselWorld 2013.For more details to get
acquainted with the Sea-God company's novelties of 2012 at the BaselWorld 2012 is possible by clicking
on the following link - http://montre24.com/video/146/.
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